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The Chairman
AWI Wool Selling System Enquiry
c/- John Roberts
Dear Sir,
I would like to make a submission to the Wool Selling System Review.
There are two points that I think are important to the short term
profitability of the wool industry.
1. All auction wool sales should be centralised (I expect
Melbourne is where it should occur). We as an industry
need to reduce costs for ourselves as well as assist the
supply chain to reduce costs. We have found that the
decisions in the past have been made for us instead of us
as an industry making the hard decisions (the closing of
the sales in Newcastle)
2. We need to allow the sale of unskirted lots of wool,
without the stigma of this wool being sold in the number 2
Room as if it was inferior fleece wool
There is an anomaly with the issue of selling unskirted fleece wool
through the auction system. At the present time unskirted wool is
sold with a D certificate which means that it is a non-compliant lot
of wool and it has to be sold in the number 2 sale room with the
oddments i.e. BKN, BLS, LKS, CRT etc.
My point is that unskirted fleece wool should be able to be sold
through the number 1 sale room if it is declared unskirted, and it has
a classers stencil attached to that lot. The wool can be
professionally prepared unskirted just as it can be professionally
prepared skirted. The unskirted lot or lots should have a specific

category of certificate (i.e. U certificate) which would stipulate
that it is free of other unwanted wool e.g. Stain and Cots
In the past I have been involved in the selling of hundreds of bales of
wool through the Australian Wool Enhancers and then the Fibre
Direct selling systems. The system worked. We should be able to sell
declared unskirted wool through the present selling system
without the stigma of having it sold through the number 2 sale room
which indicates that it has not been prepared in a professional
manner. With its own certificate buyers could have confidence that
it has been prepared professionally even though it has not been
skirted
Both the above matters are difficult and there will opposition to
both ideas. This does not mean that the industry should not address
both issues and make the suggested changes.
Richard Bell
Wool Grower

